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CORRECTION TO SSL 42.2 (2016)

The editors of the Sorley MacLean centenary volume *Ainmeil Thar Cheudan* (Sleat: Clò Ostaig, 2016), Ronald W. Renton and Ian MacDonald, have written to suggest that the second to last sentence in SSL’s brief notice (SSL 42.2 [2016], 386) included a sentence that will have confused some readers, for which I apologize. They write (in an email dated November 6, 2018):

“The work whose different versions Christopher Whyte discusses at some length in the book is not *Dàin do Eimhir*, as stated in the notice, but the long poem *An Cuilithionn*, and even that was not ‘significantly rewritten’ but subjected to various cuts, as Whyte makes clear in the interview.” They also communicated the retail price, a very reasonable £8.99.
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